Tiny Trees
Tiny Trees is a quick, fun pattern using the V Block Tool from Studio 180. It can be a scrap buster or
planned, few or many, Halloween, Fall or Christmas, with or without sashing and borders……..the
possibilities are endless!! J
**The V Blocks in the pictures are 3” finished with a 1” finished trunk. Note that the background of
the trees will also be the squares on either side of the trunk. 4” strips or squares of fabric are
needed for the trees and side triangles. 1 ½” strips or squares are needed for the trunk units. You
can really make the V Blocks any size that you want, just use the size chart from the directions
that came with your V Block.

V Block:
1. To make multiple trees (centers) of the same fabric, cut a 4 “ strip of the tree fabric. To just make
one, at least a 4” square is needed.
2. To cut your strip or square, straighten up the edge and fold it over just enough to place the
dotted line labeled “Fold line for Center Triangles” on the folded edge. Make a cut. You have
your first center triangle.

Align with dotted line

Cut

First Triangle

3. Now you have your angle for more center triangles. The little bit left over on the top is waste.
Place on the diagonal line labeled “Center triangle trim line” on the cut edge. Cut for another
triangle. Flip fabric and repeat for as many centers as you would like from that fabric strip.
Align with diagonal line

Cut

Flip Strip and repeat

4. For the side triangles, a 4” strip folded right sides together or 2 squares right sides together are
also needed. The side triangles are mirror images. Place the tool on the straightened edge of the
fabric using the solid line labeled “Cut line for side triangles”. Cut. To make more, flip the tool
this time, not the fabric. Check the picture carefully to see how the tool is positioned.
Align with Solid line

Flip tool and cut for more

5. Before sewing – LAY OUT the centers and side triangles to make sure the side triangles are
stitched to the correct sides of the centers. Stitch the side triangles to the centers, one side at a
time, pressing to the side triangle each time.
Layout

Stitch and Press

6. Using the V Block tool, trim to 3 ½”. For the first trim, the point should be facing you and the
Number 3 should be right in the V and the diagonal lines should align with the V. For the second
trim, the 3 ½” lines should be aligned on the left and bottom. (see my red lines)
First Trim

Second Trim

Trunk Units:
7. For the tree trunks, use two background strips that coordinate with a pair of side triangles on the
tree block and a “trunk “strip. The strips should be 1 ½” and sewn with a scant ¼” seam. The unit
needs to be 3 ½” across. Subcut into 1 ½” units.

Stitch the strip set

Subcut into 1 ½” units

8. Stitch trunk unit to a tree block. Press seams open.
Layout

Stitch

9. Arrange the blocks any way that you like. You may use sashing and borders or just sew the trees
together. The choice is yours. I have included some examples of the ones I have done! Enjoy!!!

